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Credit: Your Presence Heals 

What is the collective consciousness? 

The collective consciousness [is] that energy mass of countless 
thoughts, feelings and deeds that steers activity in Earth’s field of 
potential and determines what happens in your world. (Matthew's 
Message, Oct. 19, 2014.)


The collective consciousness … comprises the energy put forth not 
only by humans, but also every other life form on the planet.  
(Matthew's Message, October 19, 2014.)


[Earth’s] residents' journeys depends upon the choices each makes, 
and the cumulative choices make up the collective consciousness. 
(Matthew's Message, January 19, 2013.)


The collective consciousness is the creative force of a civilization. 
(Matthew's Message, Dec. 29, 2012.)


It is the collective consciousness that manifests everything that exists 
on Earth. (Matthew's Message, Jan. 8, 2017.)
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[Thought] forms are created by every being’s thoughts, feelings and 
actions, and collectively those determine a civilization’s density, or 
spiritual and conscious evolvement status. (Matthew's Message, Aug. 
3, 2014.)


The major component of any reality is the power of the collective. A 
reality is formed by consciousness. This collective energy is “set” 
according to the primary beliefs you hold. Within it, you function on 
an individual, and a collective, basis. But it is the latter that is most 
crucial at this moment.


Each unit within the collective is affected by the actions of every other 
unit, creating an interconnected physical whole: a shared and total 
awareness. Spiritual and physical consciousnesses are acutely 
interconnected. … These communal interactions weave the tapestry 
of the given reality. (Sheldan Nidle, July 24, 2018.)




Credit: thegreaterpicture.com 

How does it work? 

Energy is neutral. It is the thought forms that get attached to energy 
streamers that are positive—with light—or negative—without light. 
(Matthew's Message, Aug 3, 2014.)  

The overall energy investment … comprises the thoughts and feelings 
of the populace [and] produce[s] countless streamers. They are 
darting about in the collective consciousness. To bring order out of 
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that chaos, the energy coalesce[s] into various scenarios that 
represent the total investment and each has the potential to unblock 
the field. (Matthew's Message, Aug. 19, 2016.)  

Energy is neutral and without reasoning capacity. It is your thoughts 
and feelings that attach themselves to energy streamers that give 
them direction and forcefulness. 

As the collective consciousness starts churning with fearful thoughts 
and feelings about such forecasts, the possibility of occurrence 
becomes a probability. 

Even though our universal family stands at the ready to intervene in 
situations where they are authorized to do so - reducing the harmful 
effects desired by your weather manipulators always is allowed - 
please be ever mindful that the impartial law of attraction is 
constantly operating and is powerful. (Matthew's Message, Sept. 11, 
2010.) 

Since all Life is interconnected, when we lift into a higher level of 
consciousness or transmute an aspect of our human consciousness 
that no longer serves our highest good, we also lift and transmute the 
collective consciousness and energies of all Humanity as well. 
(Matthew's Message, Feb. 14, 2010.) 

Just as each of you are going through your own transitions, so too is 
your collective consciousness. The things that were previously 
allowed to take place on your world will soon become 'things' of the 
past. (“Guides: A Whole New World - A Look at What's to Come,” 
channeled by Taryn Crimi, September 9, 2014, at http://www.angelic-
guides.com.) 

Economic turmoil has resulted in deeper awareness of blessings and 
feelings of gratitude; compassion in greater measure for peoples who 
are deprived of bare necessities and freedoms; sharing with the 
needy instead of with family and friends who have sufficient; and 
growing numbers of folks with heartfelt commitments to work toward 
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the well being of all. 

Every single thought, feeling and deed related to these kinds of 
activities adds light to the collective consciousness, which in turn 
benefits all souls on Earth. (Matthew's Message, Dec. 21, 2008.)


Credit: Quora 

How does the law of attraction work with the collective consciousness? 

The law of attraction is neutral—it simply brings back from the 
collective consciousness what matches the energy of the peoples’ 
thoughts, feelings and actions, thereby supplying in accordance with 
demand, so to say. 

Because the preponderance of energy is being generated by the 
larger numbers of the citizenry, this impartial law is responding to 
their resistance to a proportionately greater extent than to the policies 
favored by the president and his supporters. (Matthew's Message, 
Aug. 3, 2014.) 

 
Will I lose my individuality to it?  

You do not lose yourself as an individual…, and you do not subjugate 
yourself to a greater common good that bulldozes over individual will 
in alignment with the harmonic of human beingness in its fullest 
flowering. ("Semjase via Maryann Rada: New Words from an Old 
Friend, Temporally Speaking," Feb. 23, 2014, at http://
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goldenageofgaia.com/2014/02/semjase-via-maryann-rada-new-
words-from-an-old-friend-temporally-speaking/.)


Credit: Tom Bunzel/Creative Evolution 

Am I affecting the collective consciousness?  

That which you think about, act upon and speak is affecting the 
collective consciousness. (Hilarion, Nov. 15, 2016, at http://
www.therainbowscribe.com/hilarionsweeklymessage.htm.)


As you sit at the crossroads wondering which way humanity will 
choose to go, know that you are not helpless ones – you have ability 
to effect changes to the morphogenetic fields (fields which influence 
the pattern or form of things) that surround all situations.


These are fields of habitual patterns that link all people, fields which 
influence and are influenced by the habits of all people, whether of 
knowledge, perception, or behaviour.


It is a field that exists, where each individual inherits a collective 
memory from past members of the species, and one which also 
contributes to the collective memory, which affects other members of 
the species in the future.


This is why we tell you that you are more powerful than you know and 
why mindfulness in your thoughts, words, and deeds is so very 
important. It is through your focused intention, your love, your 
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intuitive clarity, and your light that changes to the current patterns in 
these fields take place. You are the ones who affect them! ...


As the energies upon the planet increase, there is more fluidity in all 
things, and so your ability to affect the morphogenetic field is greatly 
amplified. ("Hilarion via Marlene Swetlishoff: Affecting the 
Morphogenic Fields," February 22, 2015, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2015/02/22/hilarion-via-marlene-swetlishoff-
morphogenic-fields/.)


It feels like I’m doing nothing. 

Never ever believe that you are spiritually doing nothing, serving no 
purpose, or that you are not a real Lightworker based on comparison. 


The Light of your awareness is continually adding to the Light of the 
collective consciousness in ways you will never know. Let go of any 
and all judgment you may still hold about yourselves based in world 
concepts limited to appearances – that money, clothes, looks, power, 
sex, education, location, etc. are true standards of value. (The 
Arcturian Group, Nov. 1, 2015.)


Not everyone is meant to teach the masses or become a world figure. 
It is those of you who are quietly going about your daily duties, as you 
make small steady improvements within yourselves while radiating 
the Love/Light of Creation down into the Earth and out into the world, 
who are making the most dramatic impact on the Earthly negative 
environment. 


We are seeking World Servers at a grass-roots level.  Each and every 
one of you is needed to help lift and refine the collective 
consciousness of the masses. (Archangel Michael: Taking Control of 
your Destiny. Channelled through Ronna Herman, July 1, 2014, at: 
http://www.ronnastar.com/messages-aam/latest.html.)


Your work for the Earth’s ascension is greatly needed and 
appreciated, and even those of you who don’t feel as if you’re making 
any impact are doing much more than you realize. …
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Even if you choose to rest in any given moment instead of performing 
work for the Earth’s ascension, understand that your very presence 
on the Earth is heralding massive positive effects in your collective 
consciousness because of the pure vibration being expressed and 
radiated on your surface. ("The Ascended Masters and the 
Pleiadians: Allow the Illusion of Separation to Dissolve," channeled by 
Wes Annac, October 16, 2013 at http://aquariusparadigm.com/.)


When we refer to the presence of each of you heralding massive Light 
in your collective consciousness, we speak of a very real effect that 
we would show you if we could.


Dear scribe, the image we’re sending you is that of Light flooding out 
from a single individual, like water from a hose, and seeping into the 
consciousness and perception of every soul around them.


Imagine your field of Light extending our miles and miles beyond your 
physical body, in every direction. Imagine Light pouring and flowing 
out from within you in every moment, and this Light being picked up 
on and radiated by everybody within your multi-mile radius.


This is the reality of your presence on the Earth and the effect it’s 
having, and we don’t say this to paint our communication with fancy 
words or express something intended to boost any ego-driven 
perceptions of yourselves as Lightworkers. ("Saan and the Arcturian 
Councils: You’re Spiritual Explorers by Nature," channeled by Wes 
Annac, August 13, 2013 at http://aquariusparadigm.com.) 


In relation to the energies of the collective consciousness especially, 
many of you dear seasoned Lightworkers have spent fruitful time in 
your dreamstate continually transmuting negative and twisted-up 
energy, which is manifested and fed into your collective 
consciousness.  ("The Pleiadian High Council: We’ll Help Expand 
Upon the Teachings of your Oneness," channeled by Wes Annac, July 
23, 2013 at http://aquariusparadigm.com.)
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Every opened heart and mind adds to the light in the collective 
consciousness of Earth's residents and benevolently affects the entire 
universe. That is how powerful each and every one of you is! 
(Matthew's Message, April 26, 2010.) 




Credit: Life Coach Code 

It seems like my vasanas (core issues) are going off right, left, and center 
right now 

You are taking back the vibrational patterns you have exchanged, 
added to or participated in, thereby allowing you to move into the 
state-of-grace process. 


Be aware that as you do so, you will experience the transformational 
clearing process and all it entails. However, it will not be as traumatic 
or as drawn out as it would be if you had not willingly and whole-
heartedly agreed to take the initiative. (Archangel Michael via Ronna 
Herman: You Are in the Midst of a Spiritual Revolution," June 2, 2018, 
at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2018/06/02/archangel-michael-via-
ronna-herman-you-are-in-the-midst-of-a-spiritual-revolution/.)
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How can I help initiate the process of returning to balance and 
harmony? 

One of the most important things you can do to initiate the process of 
returning to balance and harmony within the reality you have created 
is to apply the Law of Forgiveness to all your miscreations and 
interactions with others. 


Doing so will immediately accelerate the process of returning to 
center, for it erases or breaks the energy cords you have attached to 
other people’s solar plexuses, and it will also shut off the radiations to 
and from any negative collective consciousness belief systems that 
you have taken as your own. (Archangel Michael via Ronna Herman: 
You Are in the Midst of a Spiritual Revolution," June 2, 2018, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2018/06/02/archangel-michael-via-ronna-
herman-you-are-in-the-midst-of-a-spiritual-revolution/.) 


Allowing your being to radiate rainbows of Light changes the Earth’s 
vibration. People feel this change in their hearts and have an 
immediate sense of calmness and lightness.


You can radiate this rainbow light to any area that seems in need. You 
can send this light to the collective consciousness of humanity with 
the intention that their hearts receive and awaken to their Souls’ 
imperative.


You can surround the entire Earth in rainbow light, and the depth of 
this powerful light presence will bring untold blessings to all beings. It 
is important to remember that Divine Light carries the spiritual 
qualities of Intelligence and Love. These qualities empower the Light 
to go where it needs to go and do what it needs to do. ("An 
Expanded Perspective from Archangel Metatron – Awakening Higher 
Consciousness on Earth," channeled by Shanta Gabriel, August 22, 
2014 at http://thegabrielmessages.com.)  


To love another when they hurt you is empowering not only for the 
one who chooses love, but to everyone around them and this radiates 
out into the collective consciousness field to heal and bless all 
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Humanity. (Hilarion, Oct. 23-30, 2011, through Marlene Swetlishoff, at 
http://www.therainbowscribe.com/.) 


Credit: E-Exit Escape Game 

What role did the collective consciousness play in our spiral into deep 
third density? 

Eventually some souls whose negative deeds dropped them from the 
light used their free will to downgrade the DNA of newer, less 
experienced civilizations. The changes made dense bodies with DNA 
containing electrons, which have much less light and vibrate at much 
lower frequencies than photons. 


The reduction in light caused corresponding reductions in those 
civilizations’ consciousness, brain functioning and life span. They lost 
all knowledge of their Beginnings, their weakened bodies were 
vulnerable to disease, and their temperaments included fear and all of 
its negative byproducts like cruelty, greed, anger, lust for power, 
unjustness, impoverishment, divisiveness and hatred—hatred is not 
the opposite of love, it is the absence of love, or light. Those are the 
conditions of third density civilizations.
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It is not that no bodies on Earth have photons, and an unimaginable 
quantity is in the atmosphere. But electrons are dominant in the vast 
majority of your populace—that is why they are lagging in awakening 
spiritually and consciously—and throughout your world—that is why 
you have electric and electronic appliances and pay to use them 
instead of having photons’ “free” energy.


The way to ascend into planes where photons outnumber electrons is 
by increasing the amount of light in the collective consciousness.  
(Matthew's Message, Aug. 3, 2014.)


The human mind is limited to what is already known in collective 
consciousness. (The Arcturian Group, Nov. 1, 2015.)


Not only is the collective consciousness what caused the planet to 
descend into deep third density and [what] kept it mired there for 
millennia, but more recently [it is what] has been assisting it to ascend 
out of there. 


And, because Earth loves all her resident life forms, she is eager for 
souls to steadily radiate their light into the collective consciousness, 
where it can offer sleeping souls the “lift” into spiritual awareness and 
the cellular changes they need to physically move into the Golden 
Age. (Matthew's Message, May 30, 2017.)


How is it being reversed? 

The low vibrations emitted by all those souls’ countless thoughts, 
feelings and actions are within the collective consciousness, and … 
its proliferation of low vibrations … slowed the pace of society’s 
advancement consciously and spiritually. 


This is changing—the light waves sweeping Earth are opening more 
and more hearts and minds, and everything in low vibratory levels 
eventually will be done away. (Matthew's Message, Jan. 8, 2017.)
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Credit: transmodern alchemy 

At the beginning of Earth's ascension 70-some years ago, negativity 
was rampant in the collective consciousness. As individuals started 
responding to the light beamed to the planet from powerful far distant 
civilizations, the collective consciousness started swerving into 
positivity, and over a decade past in your timing, the light reached the 
sustained amount that assured the planet's course toward fourth 
density without deviation or delay.


Since then the light intensity has continued increasing as more and 
more individuals opened their hearts and minds and correspondingly 
raised the collective consciousness. Negativity lost its foothold and 
positivity became overwhelmingly dominant. (Matthew's Message, 
Feb. 1, 2012.)


As much as we’d love to bring you back into a higher vibration 
ourselves, the work must be done by an aware and willing humanity 
or you’ll continue to be left in the dark. Fortunately, the rising 
awareness is enabling a growing number of seekers to start being the 
change they desire to see, and this is causing a ripple effect in the 
collective consciousness. ("Spiritual Guidance: Spirit is Becoming a 
Reality," channeled by Wes Annac, April 22, 2014, at http://
aquariusparadigm.com.) 


Your world could be transformed into the Golden Age in the twinkling 
of an eye IF that belief and vision were in the collective 
consciousness, but it is not and so all the changes will be a process. 
(Matthew’s Messages, Oct. 22, 2008.)
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Believe that the resolution can come quickly. Know that it can come 
quickly, because you are the masters of the destiny of the collective 
consciousness. Hear that well: you are the masters of your reality and 
the collective consciousness reality. You are the masters of the 
destiny and how quickly it can come. (Jeshua through Judith Coates, 
12 April 2011, at http://lightworkers.org/channeling/129130/jeshua-
ascension-collective-consciousness.)


Now, the ascension which is spoken about and is so highly desired is 
going to be the ascension of the collective consciousness. It will 
seem to come about eventually, but it will be done by one person – as 
you see, individuality – and by another person, by another person, 
according to their own choice and their own soul timetable.


And eventually, when there comes the recognition that there is truly 
only One of us, then the collective consciousness will acknowledge, 
“I have ascended. I have brought together all of my parts and I have 
remembered my Oneness.” And then the ascension will be known 
consciously. (“Jeshua: Do You Know How Blessed You Are?” as 
channeled by Judith Coates, January 2014, at http://
www.oakbridge.org.)


As much as we’d love to bring you back into a higher vibration 
ourselves, the work must be done by an aware and willing humanity 
or you’ll continue to be left in the dark. Fortunately, the rising 
awareness is enabling a growing number of seekers to start being the 
change they desire to see, and this is causing a ripple effect in the 
collective consciousness. (“Spiritual Guidance: Spirit is Becoming a 
Reality,” channeled by Wes Annac, April 22, 2014, at http://
aquariusparadigm.com.)


Our and your ability to (help) your entire world ascend is bred from 
the amount of service we give to the Earth and the amount of Light 
we’re jointly able to see enter the collective consciousness, and 
transmute the bulk of the lower-inclined energies that’d otherwise 
hold a whole planet of souls back from their evolution.


The souls you’ve termed the cabals and the lower astral beings 
who’ve fed them and their influence have wanted to see your 
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collective feeding darkness; to keep you far away from the pure and 
heavenly energies leading you onward toward the higher dimensions.


However, you’ve largely proven yourselves able to break away from 
the lower-dimensional spell of illusion they’ve cast over you. ("The 
Hathors: Dreamtime Assemblies, Fourth-Dimensional Consciousness 
and Heaven’s Tangibility," channeled by Wes Annac, July 16, 2013 at 
http://aquariusparadigm.com.)


The stranglehold of the darkness is weakening and the planet is at a 
tipping point. This means that the collective consciousness of Light is 
stronger than the dark. ("A Message from Mira of the Pleiadian High 
Council (now on the Earth Council)," through Valerie Donner, Jan. 7, 
2013.)


The raising of the collective consciousness has overcome the need 
for a more drastic cleansing, so you are to be congratulated for 
bringing it about. What you now understand is a clear example of 
your power to create your own reality. (SaLuSa, Nov. 5, 2012.)


Only when the collective consciousness reflects the intense desire 
and determination of a civilization to live in unity and harmony instead 
of divisiveness and killing can [unity and harmony] come about. 
(Matthew's Message, April 1, 2012.)


When the great majority in a civilization wants peace instead of war 
and deadly arsenals, the collective consciousness brings the desire 
to fruition. (Matthew’ Message, April 1, 2012.) 


There is nothing that you cannot achieve with your collective 
consciousness. However it must be directed and focussed on your 
intent, if it is to be manifested through your creative power. 


Currently you are raising your levels in seeking an end to the old 
systems of control. That is helping speed up the changes, and the 
energy for change cannot be denied. It means that you have taken a 
positive approach and risen above the fear-laden prophecies that are 
being made about your future. (SaLuSa, Aug. 17, 2011.) 
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Although we hope that none of you is apprehensive about the recent 
predictions of cataclysms, we shall tell you that there will be no 1000-
foot tsunami; no celestial bodies will collide with Earth; radiation from 
Japan's Fukushima nuclear plant will not cause population extinction; 
no plague will annihilate most of the world's peoples; living 
underground will not be necessary; the fight for freedom in Arab 
countries will not ignite WWIII. 


Your desires that none of those will occur are added to Earth's 
intention that they will not, and the energy produced in the collective 
consciousness assures that none of those devastating events can be 
manifested. (Matthew's Message, June 11, 2011.)


With the light continuing to intensify, the Illuminati's unconscionable 
acts cannot much longer plague Earth. Just as you and we are seeing 
the undeniable evidence of massive shifts in the collective 
consciousness, so are they, and they know that this will end all 
darkness on the planet. The light in expanded consciousness has led 
long-oppressed peoples to raise their voices for freedom, and that 
cry will be echoed over and again until all peoples throughout your 
world are free. (Matthew's Message, March 12, 2011.) 


When you reach — now we are talking collective consciousness — 
when you reach a realization as a race called Gaians that you are not 
alone in the multi-verse, it changes the perceptual mindset of how 
things such as governments, which is really stewardship, is managed 
and organized.( “Sanat Kumara on the Changes Happening to Us,” 
January 30, 2017, channeled by Linda Dillon for the Council of Love, 
http://counciloflove.com/2017/01/sanat-kumara-on-the-changes-
happening-to-us/. )
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What is the fate of those who resist change? 

The task of accepting new ways of seeing and being can be 
wrenching for those still solidly fixed in the old ways. …


Secure and comfortable only within the boundaries of what is known 
and accepted by collective consciousness and ignorant of their own 
innate power and identity, these dear ones continue looking to the 
rules and beliefs of others for direction, until at some point this 
approach no longer works and they are forced to begin their journey 
of awakening. (The Arcturian Group, Nov. 1, 2015.)


In learning of the cabals’ actions, a crafted and instated paradigm of 
unknowing and unconsciousness will be broken in your Earthly 
populace and many of you reading this may task yourselves with 
helping calm those around you who could take to vengeful or angry 
mindsets when learning of the cabals’ activities.


Many of you will be tasked with helping to calm the Earthly populace 
upon learning the worst of what’s been done to your collective, and 
your influence on the collective consciousness will strongly help souls 
who could’ve otherwise taken to violence or anger to be calm in the 
time of humanity’s initial awakening. ("Jeshua and the Ascended 
Masters: Spiritual Liberation will help you Create Heaven on Earth," 
channeled by Wes Annac, August 26, 2013 at http://
aquariusparadigm.com.)
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How are the other kingdoms doing in absorbing the light? 

Animals and plants are absorbing more light than most of humankind; 
at this moment, the light in people varies from brilliant to just enough 
to keep bodies alive.


Now then, every person and every thing in your world emits vibrations 
in consonance with each form’s consciousness level, and that is 
determined by the amount of light in each.


The atoms in inanimate objects—say a pebble, football, nail and chair
—have minimal consciousness; exceptions are crystals and gold, 
which have a high degree.


The consciousness level of soil is higher than objects and so is that of 
slugs, worms and short-lived insects. Higher on the scale are the 
species of insects that have a well-developed hierarchy and clearly-
defined working system within it.


The plant kingdom has a very high level of consciousness. Trees have 
intelligence and emotions that few people would even consider 
possible and extend far beyond the acorn that knows how to become 
a mighty oak and the apple seed that knows how to bear fruit.


Tiny flower seeds know their colors and whether to blossom for a 
season or flourish year after year. The generally unseen, therefore 
unknown, souls in the Devic kingdom, who work hand-in-hand with 
all of Nature, also are highly-advanced consciously and emotionally.


Humans and other high orders in the animal kingdom have the 
highest level of consciousness—instinct, intuition, memory, learning 
and reasoning capability, and the widest range of feelings—but only 
humankind also is endowed with conscience and Creator’s gift of free 
will.  
 
Although each living being and each inanimate thing serves a 
purpose in the evolutionary process of all, it is the human population 
that sets the pace.
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Whereas all other life forms on Earth operate within their respective 
innate guidelines that work in harmony with Nature, people can 
choose to act in godly ways or not, to heed conscience or not; and 
their collective choices determine the civilization’s evolvement status.


As humankind evolves via the light in spiritual and conscious 
awareness, so do all the other forms on the planet, and the collective 
vibratory emissions advance the entire world.


And, as a world advances, life becomes increasingly simple and 
joyous! It is only in third density’s lower vibrations that a civilization 
creates all the complexities born of negativity. (Matthew's Message, 
Aug. 3, 2014.)


Credit: creadoresdeluz.blogspot.com  

What will happen when the pure feminine energy expands throughout 
the world? 
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The collective consciousness will take a quantum leap into Love as 
the pure feminine energy expands throughout the world. ("Archangel 
Gabriel: The Lion’s Gateway Initiation," channeled by Shanta Gabriel, 
July 15, 2013 at http://www.thegabrielmessages.com.)


How can we contribute to change without chaos? 

[There] is a part of you that never changes and this is a part of you 
that, when taken into collective consciousness, helps to maintain the 
stability of the energies during these times. 


All is unfolding, changing and renewing. It does not necessarily mean 
that it is not the highest outcome. It means simply that it is time to 
ride with it. You have the tools. You have the experience. You have 
the knowing – just remember this. (Hilarion, Nov. 27, 2016.) 


When humanity comes to understand the energy at work sustaining 
your reality and the fact that your very spiritual essence is comprised 
of such energy, the oneness of your collective consciousness will be 
understood and the fact that you’re all interlinked and can feel each 
other’s energy and emotion will be understood as well. ("The Hathors: 
Influential Awakenings, Accepting Unexpected Truth and Creating 
Collective Revolution," channeled by Wes Annac, August 16, 2013 at 
http://aquariusparadigm.com.) 


This shift … will occur when the light your people emit matches the 
desire for evolution in the collective consciousness of the self of 
humanity. ("The Pleiadians: Lock Was Broken on the Time Machine – 
Now Is Here," channeled by Maryann Rada, March 13, 2014, at 
http://timetransformers.wordpress.com/.)


Humanity will understand that you’re energetically linked together and 
can share and transmit energy, information and emotion back and 
forth. You do so quite routinely, and what many awakening 
Lightworkers are feeling in this very moment can be traced back to 
the energies prevalent in your collective.  ("The Hathors: Influential 
Awakenings, Accepting Unexpected Truth and Creating Collective 
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Revolution," channeled by Wes Annac, August 16, 2013 at http://
aquariusparadigm.com.)




Credit: Forever Conscious 

When will we realize the changes Fourth Dimensionality leads to? 

Your collective consciousness has to reach a certain purity before you 
can experience the truly amazing metaphysical things your fourth-
dimensional earthly experience has to offer. ("Spiritual Guidance: Your 
Work is Poised to Increase," channeled by Wes Annac, April 8, 2014 
at http://aquariusparadigm.com.)


When the collective consciousness changes, you are going to see 
some changes in the ones who have the golden coins. And you are 
going to call it a miracle if they want to be benefactors and to change 
the way they do their business. You will praise it as a miracle.


It is coming, and you can add your energy to it by knowing that it is 
coming. Old thinking is passing away. Old thinking is passing away 
because you have decreed that old thinking does not work for 
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everyone. ("Jeshua: Your Robotic Self," as channeled by Judith 
Coates, November 2013, at http://www.oakbridge.org.)


Many Lightworker/Star Seeds have been working to shift the collective 
consciousness.  

We know that you have been actively doing your best for many 
experiences on the timeline to shift the collective consciousness and 
anchor a reality that is life sustaining for all.


We acknowledge you for your true dedication and continued service 
to this global process. It is that focused dedication and service that 
has flushed these hidden, often suppressed, misqualified energies to 
the surface.


These emotional patterns and attitudes of fear, self-righteousness, 
prejudice and anger have always been an aspect of the human 
energy field, as have a sense of lack, of unworthiness, not good 
enough, less than, hopelessness and helplessness.


Now more than ever these very energy qualities are being brought to 
the forefront, to center stage of your current time. Most of these 
misqualified energies and patterns have been hidden, denied and 
suppressed by each and every individual. There are those who will 
act out these emotional energies in a covert, manipulative and often 
unconscious manner. In doing so, they truly distort and use their 
creative abilities in harmful and life suppressing actions.


These dense misqualified emotional energies are often referred to as 
the shadow of the individual. They have been a part of the human 
consciousness since the beginning of your timeline. Remember this 
planet is a planet of duality, of opposites. So this hologame has 
offered the choices of good/bad, right/wrong, love/fear, 
separateness/oneness, light/dark, life-sustaining/life-diminishing. 


Every earthwalker on this planet is a multidimensional being of divine 
consciousness, choosing to enter this timeframe and play out these 
emotions. You understand that everyone is empathic, sensitive and 
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able to feel the energy fields surrounding them. However, most 
individuals are totally unaware that they are feeling, responding to 
and acting out the emotions of those around them, of the collective 
field.  ("‘The Team’ via Peggy Black: Transform The Shadow of the 
Collective," February 24, 2017, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/
2017/02/24/team-via-peggy-black-transform-shadow-collective/.) 


Those of you who have laid the groundwork, and who are well on 
your way to Self-mastery, are now ready for the next level of spiritual 
awareness. You − the Star Seed, the brave ones who have suffered 
through and emerged triumphant from many dark nights of the Soul 
in order to purge yourselves of old self-limiting concepts and energy 
patterns − are now ready to step to the foreground as the vanguard of 
evolving humanity and the inhabitants of the Light, bright and 
refreshed Earth. (“Archangel Michael: The Next Level of Spiritual 
Awareness,“ channeled by Ronna Herman, April 2, 2017, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2017/04/02/archangel-michael-via-ronna-
herman-the-next-level-of-spiritual-awareness/.)


Those of you consciously utilizing the higher-dimensional energy 
you’re being given have as well made great effects in your collective 
consciousness. (“Our Universal Family: You’ve Entered a Time of 
Rapid Progression,” channeled by Wes Annac, November 15, 2013 at 
http://aquariusparadigm.com.)


Those of you who have laid the groundwork, and who are well on 
your way to Self-mastery, are now ready for the next level of spiritual 
awareness. You − the Star Seed, the brave ones who have suffered 
through and emerged triumphant from many dark nights of the Soul 
in order to purge yourselves of old self-limiting concepts and energy 
patterns − are now ready to step to the foreground as the vanguard of 
evolving humanity and the inhabitants of the Light, bright and 
refreshed Earth. (“Archangel Michael: The Next Level of Spiritual 
Awareness,“ channeled by Ronna Herman, April 2, 2017, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2017/04/02/archangel-michael-via-ronna-
herman-the-next-level-of-spiritual-awareness/.)


Those of you consciously utilizing the higher-dimensional energy 
you’re being given have as well made great effects in your collective 
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consciousness. (“Our Universal Family: You’ve Entered a Time of 
Rapid Progression,” channeled by Wes Annac, November 15, 2013 at 
http://aquariusparadigm.com.)


The Lightworker public has been instrumental in transmuting the bulk 
of dense energy prevalent and fed in your collective consciousness, 
and many of you have taken personal sacrifices in allowing the dense 
energy of others to come through your temples and be transmuted.  
("Jeshua and the Ascended Masters: Spiritual Liberation will help you 
Create Heaven on Earth," channeled by Wes Annac, August 26, 2013 
at http://aquariusparadigm.com.)


You are the Light Bearers of this time. Your Soul has led you into new 
ways to perceive and receive the wisdom of the ages. Your presence 
makes a huge difference.


All that you are longing to experience as an awakened soul on the 
planet is within your grasp. Together you are changing consciousness 
on the earth by lifting the spirit of all humanity into global awareness.


New life is occurring within the Earth as you are growing and 
awakening as a community of Light. The remembrance of your soul’s 
collective consciousness through the coding within you has been 
fired.


You have a deep knowing of what is possible because you 
experienced at in other times and in other dimensions. These are the 
sacred teachings encoded in the Light, and it is this that you are 
bringing to the planet now.


Through you all of humanity is awakening. Through you the Earth is 
evolving and transcending time and space, allowing spontaneous 
evolution to come ever closer. It is all possible through the Light and 
power of the Divine Presence working through you. ("An Expanded 
Perspective from Archangel Metatron – Awakening Higher 
Consciousness on Earth," channeled by Shanta Gabriel, August 22, 
2014 at http://thegabrielmessages.com.)
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Credit: healingandlove.com 

What must we do to assist with the cleansing of the collective 
consciousness? 

You must consciously examine your beliefs and discard those which 
no longer serve your greatest good. You must remove yourself from 
the restrictions and the distortions of the collective consciousness 
belief patterns of the past. 


By doing so, you will gradually be lifted from the stifling density of the 
Third- and lower Fourth- Dimensional environment. You must 
disentangle yourselves from the confinement of misplaced 
obligations, real or imagined restrictions, and the distorted, 
debilitating beliefs of the lower realms of physicality.  (“Archangel 
Michael via Ronna Herman: The Next Level of Spiritual Awareness,“ 
April 2, 2017, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/04/02/archangel-
michael-via-ronna-herman-the-next-level-of-spiritual-awareness/.) 


Find a way to re-connect all three parts of your individual 
consciousness (subconscious, Super-consciousness and your 
waking consciousness) so you have access to the Higher Mind that 
guides you from within, through your High Heart Center. This 
consciousness is You, your Higher Self that exists, also, as a 
collective consciousness. And yet also exists as units capable of 
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individual thought.  ("The Council of Nine: On Expansion of Self-
Awareness," channeled by Eliza Ayres [aka Tazjima Amariah Kumara], 
May 17, 2014 at http://bluedragonjournal.com.) 


Humanity’s progress is based primarily on your efforts, and so far, 
you’ve enabled the light to enter your collective consciousness in 
much greater ways than before and this is causing the lightening and 
refinement of your perception. ("Spiritual Guidance: Spirit is 
Becoming a Reality," channeled by Wes Annac, April 22, 2014, at 
http://aquariusparadigm.com.)


Allow your imagination to flow, dear ones. What little we are able to 
convey here is only a minuscule portion of what you are about to 
discover or are even now in the process of discovering. Many worlds 
exist outside the boundaries of your mind, but not outside of your 
greater consciousness, as each of you is a facet of the Mind of God. 
Begin to tune into the other facets of consciousness that exist, 
simultaneously with your own and allow a sense of wonderment to fill 
you up – as there is no end to what you will discover on your journey 
within. Bon voyage! ("The Council of Nine: On Expansion of Self-
Awareness," channeled by Eliza Ayres [aka Tazjima Amariah Kumara], 
May 17, 2014 at http://bluedragonjournal.com.) 


The efforts you’re making in the physical to establish a new paradigm 
are necessary indeed and will go on to have great effects in your 
collective consciousness. (“Our Universal Family: Every Facet of 
Consciousness is Inexplicably Connected," channeled by Wes Annac, 
October 28, 2013 at http://aquariusparadigm.com.)
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Credit: Arcturian Group 

Where do you get your information from? 

We do have sources of information in addition to our lifetimes, and 
God is one. We observe the momentum of activity in Earth’s energy 
field of potential; we communicate with persons in Nirvana who 
monitor the planet, souls at other stations like this, and members of 
advanced civilizations; and we can tap into the collective 
consciousness of Earth and the mass consciousness of the universe. 
(Matthew's Message, February 3, 2014.)


We have access to the Akashic records, the mass consciousness of 
the universe and the collective consciousness of Earth, and we know 
what is in Earth's energy field of potential. It is in that field where 
possibilities become probabilities and probabilities become 
certainties, depending upon the amount of energy your collective 
thoughts, feelings and actions put into a particular potential 
happening. (Matthew's Message, Dec. 29, 2012.) 


Akashic records are vibrational patterns - positive or negative - which 
are stored within the cosmic library where the total history of Creation 
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is recorded and maintained. ("Archangel Michael - Assuming Your 
New Galactic Mission," transmitted through Ronna Herman, Sacred 
Scribe - December 28, 2012, at http://www.ronnastar.com/messages-
aam/latest.html.)


What work are you doing with and on the collective consciousness? 

We are clearing the distortions of the third- and fourth-dimensional 
collective consciousness belief patterns and bringing those 
dimensions back into their originally designed spectrum of duality. 
("Archangel Michael: Creating your Sphere of Heavenly Light," 
channelled through Ronna Herman, February 2014, at http://
www.ronnastar.com/messages-aam/latest.html.)  

There are plenty of souls in the higher dimensions who haven’t had a 
taste of the Earth or the extreme and intense energies passed around 
your collective consciousness, but seek nonetheless to offer 
themselves to your ascension and have worked with much of 
themselves from their various positions to help achieve it. ("The 
Ascended Masters and the Pleiadians: Ascension is Being Pioneered 
by Each of You," channeled by Wes Annac, August 2, 2013 at http://
aquariusparadigm.com.) 


We’d say that we’re going to step up the amount of channels we 
speak through as well, but that won’t be a direct result of our actions 
or of the cleansing of the collective consciousness of humanity and 
the resulting fear that won’t be shown in your collective regarding our 
existence.


Rather, this will come about because of the awakening taking place in 
the Lightworker collective, and because many more souls will choose 
to open themselves up to our energies and impressions. ("Pleiadian 
Interview: Contact Protocol, Glimpsing the New Earth and Increased 
Telepathic Ability," channeled by Wes Annac, July 30, 2013 at http://
aquariusparadigm.com.)


A collective of higher-dimensional souls have chosen to funnel 
themselves down and exist on the Earth in an effort to bring Light to 
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the Earth’s surface and collective consciousness, and to themselves 
experience the Earth and grow to understand it as they were uplifted 
and as they uplifted the collective. ("The Ascended Masters and the 
Hathors: You’re Steadily and Constantly Evolving," channeled by Wes 
Annac, July 26, 2013 at http://aquariusparadigm.com.)


Like many of you, we’ve been working with the energies of the 
collective consciousness of humanity. We’ve been working to 
transmute the bulk of negative energy given out and manifested in 
your collective consciousness in every moment, though we haven’t 
done quite as much as you dear souls on the ground have in the way 
of transmuting such energies. ("The Pleiadian High Council: We’ll 
Help Expand Upon the Teachings of your Oneness," channeled by 
Wes Annac, July 23, 2013 at http://aquariusparadigm.com.)


What is our future relationship with the collective consciousness? 

You live as the power of the Christ which you are, no longer held by 
the strings and fears of collective consciousness. You live as the 
Christ and the power of the Christ, in freedom and in joy. ("Jeshua: 
You Are The Power Of The Future," as channeled by Judith Coates, 
August 2013, at http://www.oakbridge.org.)
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Bibiography 

The Arcturians through Sue Lie’s messages are located at http://
suzanneliephd.blogspot.ca


The Arcturian's Group's messages are located at http://
www.onenessofall.com/Welcome2.html.


Hilarion's messages are located at http://www.therainbowscribe.com/
hilarionsweeklymessage.htm.


Jesus's messages through John Smallman are located at http://
johnsmallman2.wordpress.com.


Saul's messages through John Smallman are located at http://
johnsmallman.wordpress.com.


Matthew's Messages are located at http://www.matthewbooks.com/
mattsmessage.htm. 


Mike Quinsey’s SaLuSa is located at http://
www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.


Mira the Pleiadian's messages are located at http://
thegroundcrew.com/channeled_messages.htm#message.

 

The Spiritual Hierarchy and Galactic Federation through Sheldan 
Nidle, at http://paoweb.com.
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